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Spotify for artists

Media personality Joe Boden recently rejected Spotify's offer to continue the exclusives of the podcast. In September, their partnership continued for the past two years, but, according to Boden, the relationship was undermined after the company gave competitors like Bill Simmons' Herring and Gimlet Media much better offers. The problem, he says in a recently published podcast, is that his self-titled show
is considered a talent instead of an acquired business. We often fold the two. (Warning: Color language ahead.) Calling me a talent to keep me in this talent box. What talent means is you don't participate too much at the back and also you don't know anything much about it... You wouldn't call Nick Cannon a talent. You know why, because I don't want it. He proved himself with a billion-dollar asset. Tell
me, can you treat Kevin Hart as a talent? I've seen the talent trap hurt many creators, especially not traditional entrepreneurs who do side work, desalination, or other ventures from the famous kitchen table. The more modest the beginnings, the harder it is to see when your simple act has become a real business. And corporations can take advantage of those who don't know the true value of what they
have. The myth of the hungry artist is alive and well today. How many times have you heard someone say, he's been broke for years, but he keeps creating. It's for the love of art. The problem is that it suggests the opposite: if he was able to make a decent profit from his work, then we wouldn't be so sure he really liked his work. But he's broke, so that's probably why. They're like, you're an artist. You
shouldn't have any money! [And you're like] I'm an artist. I don't want any money. I want to be a pure artist! This pure artist mentality has two main implications. First, when you start your business, you are not going to cost your product or service correctly. If you're just a talent, then you'll take a more mercenary approach: delivering well, humbly taking what they offer, and moving on to the next customer.
Relationships become transactions because you're worried that charging too big will push potential customers out of here. After all, you're just a talent - not giving a service or product that you and your business are uniquely suited to. Low pricing of your work means you'll need to do more to bring in less. As a very small business or a very small business, you only have so many resources, especially time.
Quality almost inevitably suffers, turning your fear of being fearless into a self-fulfilling prophecy. Second, as Boden refers to in his latest podcast, you don't really know what you're giving. If a larger available being is interested, either in purchasing your business or in providing an investment, then you will be willing to accept your value. How do you know your value? By listening carefully to your audience,
understanding as many parts of the current ecosystem as possible and always - always - knowing My boots start-up Cuddlr has begun acquisition talks and we already knew our deep stats as well as the stats of our competitors. As a CMO/COO, I also had close communication with a quarter of a million of our users and knew how much we were working to create a specific community. It has value. And
because we were hidden, my founders and I were able to negotiate on our own terms. But we only started a year earlier when three distant founders do side hustle, just like Boden, in his words, started sitting on a couch talking to his friends and recording it a few years ago. Most businesses start out modest. It's our job to keep a pulse on the value we give the world, as our price points and internal valuation
should reflect it. On his contract ending soon, Baden said he's not afraid to be evaluated next time. I'm walking proof of the idea. Pandora, the market leader in internet radio, has been incising companies left and right lately. But the 10-year-old music streaming service's latest focus is not on hijacking technological talent and machine learning tech scientists (it already has a lot of that). Instead, Pandora is
stepping up its efforts to become a necessary tool for the artists themselves. The latest evidence of this strategic change is today's news that Pandora has dropped $450 million on Ticketfly, a younger, more consumer-friendly alternative to Ticketmaster. It's unclear exactly how Pandora plans to integrate Ticketfly's ticket sales and promotion tools into its own product, but it's a wise purchase that fits a
broader strategic goal for Pandora: keeping artists happy. Two summers ago, Pandora woke up with a huge PR headache when surviving Pink Floyd members publicly beat the company for its efforts to cut the fares it pays artists - an ongoing point of contention when music consumption moves to online streaming (and a huge financial burden on companies like Pandora, which pays royalties for
performances to labels and artists that old- and 4th-class radio stations aren't required to pay). The issue of royalties remains a struggle for Pandora and points of contention among investors. But since Pandora depends on an inventory of musicians to keep listeners loyal to the service, the company has been working hard to provide other, not financial benefits to artists. One way to do this: to become a
useful service to musicians like listeners. That's what Ticketfly's purchase -- and its effective tools for ticket sales and self-promotion -- is all about. That's also why earlier this year, Pandora hijacked Next Big Sound, a music analytics service that pulls data from YouTube, Twitter, SoundCloud, Spotify, Bandcamp and a bunch of other sources to help artists understand the bigger picture of their online
presence. The same data is used by Billboard to help prepare its Social 50 online music charts, if this is any indication of the value of such music information Purchasing Ticketfly fits a broader strategic goal for Pandora: keeping artists happy. Even before buying Next Big Sound, Pandora was already focused on building its own artist-centric tools, starting with last year's launch of the cutely shortened
Pandora Artists marketing platform for AMP. AMP is a dashboard that allows artists to get a breakdown of how their music is consumed on Pandora herself: how many spins do their songs get? What are their most popular songs? What percentage of users press the thumbs-up button on each song? Pandora used to share this data with artists privately, as a helpful tool for helping artists with cash plan their
tours more effectively. By launching AMP, Pandora has made the data available to everyone. With the acquisition of Next Big Sound, Pandora actually got tired of her artist analysis abilities, offering artists a broad and detailed picture of how, where, and to what extent people listen - and even share - their music. At this point, Pandora's core product – internet niche radio stations powered by a combination
of human intelligence and collaboratively filtered algorithms – works pretty well (which is not to say Pandora doesn't always change its approach to healing). But Pandora's approach to healing music has been emeralded in some form by everyone, from Google and Apple to Spotify and Rdio. Having amassed so many copycat competitors in recent years, the now-publicly traded Pandora is under more
pressure than ever to stand out and, more importantly, to increase revenue in a crowded market. One of the obvious ways to earn another source of income is to start selling concert tickets (we wouldn't be surprised if Pandora and its competitors looked after other music product platforms, like Bandcamp). With Ticketfly under its corporate umbrella, Pandora will only perhaps be able to nibble on two
problems at once: a new revenue stream to bolster its advertising business while the royalty issue shakes itself up, and a useful, potentially lucrative service to artists. Because let's face it: Internet radio can't pay the bills for people who make music for a living, but getting people to go out to their concerts at least have a chance. While attending live shows is, for now, a thing of the past (or at least, it should
be), virtual concerts are thriving, and now there's an easier way to find out when your performers must be seen going online. Spotify has just announced that it will now list both virtual as well as live performances on its concert hub, which lists online events by your next artists plus recommended performances based on your listening history. You can find the concert hub under Browse the Spotify desktop
app or by tapping Search on Spotify's iOS or Android app. You can also check out the section on a tour of the Spotify profile page for an artist. The concert center still lists a plethora of planned concerts face-to-face, though most are scheduled (for now, at least) for the rest of the year or Likely) for 2021.That said, some virtual events are already starting to emerge. For example, I see that south Korean boy
band BTS is set to perform live on 1 a.m. ET (it's just after my bedtime) this Saturday with Coldplay, Kane Brown, Khalid and more. Spotify The details page for a virtual event at spotify's concert hub details when the concert will take place and who will perform, while the Find Virtual Event button takes you to a site where you can purchase tickets. The concert page also lists other recommended concerts,
while the Find Virtual Event button will direct you to the Third Party Concert Details page, where you can buy tickets. Virtual concerts listed at the concert center can be hosted by any platform, according to Spotify, including Twitch, Instagram Live, YouTube Live or a self-hosting site. The only requirement for artists is that they must have their virtual events listed through Songkick, a discovery application for
online performances. Spotify also says that a select number of Ticketmaster events will automatically appear at a concert center. Artists will be able to set up an online concert as an artist's choice, which will pin the event to the top of their profile pages. Spotify will also send email alerts (with easy opt-out options, one hopes) with personalized recommendations for a virtual event for listeners. Note: When
you purchase something after clicking on links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our Affiliate Link Policy for more details. Details.
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